ORIENTAL ART AUCTION MARCH 2019
(AUCTIONS/ASIAN-ART-AUCTION-MARCH-2019)

LOT 61 - A LARGE CHINESE PAINTING OF AN MANCHU ARCHER
領隊大臣肅州鎮總兵官五福 設色絹本 鏡框

Bid now
A large Chinese painting of a Manchu archer | OAA

https://www.orientalartauctions.com/Chinese-Art/A-large-Chinese-pain...
Ink and colour on silk.
After an 18th century original, depicting Wu Fu, Brigadier General of the Gansu Region, in brown robes checking the alignment of his bow, with a quiver and a sword at the belt.
Framed and glazed.
Provenance: from a private Dutch collection.
The painting: 124 cm. high x 75.5 cm. wide

Condition
Log in or register (/register/) to view the condition report.

More info will follow soon

BID NOW

Reference: 100-5612
Auction start time: 23 March 2019 11:00 a.m. GMT+1

* Final bid including buyers premium
Lot 61: A LARGE CHINESE PAINTING OF AN MANCHU ARCHER

Est: £2,000 - £3,000
Sold: £2,400

Oriental Art Auctions (/auction-house/oriental-art-auctions-fqo0fwfo0wo)
March 23, 2019
Hattem, Netherlands

Share | View more details

You May Also Like

Four Books On Chinese Paint... Chinese Scroll Painting Chinese Scroll Painting

CHINESE SILK MANCHU WO... Excellent Chinese Painting & ... Three Chinese Painting Album...

More About this Item

Item Overview

Description: Ink and colour on silk. After an 18th century original, depicting Wu Fu, Brigadier General of the Gansu Region, in brown
A LARGE CHINESE PAINTING OF AN MANCHU ARCHER

- Framed and glazed. Provenance: from a private Dutch collection. The painting: 124 cm. high x 75.5 cm. wide. Condition: Appears to be in overall good condition. Some light stains and wear. Origin: China. Period: 19th century. Sizes: 200.00 cm. H x 170.00 cm. W 78.74 in. H x 66.93 in. W

Condition Report: Condition reports and high resolution pictures are available on our website at www.orientalartauctions.com. If you have any questions, feel free to contact us at info@orientalartauctions.com

Request more information
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